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Press release 

Land, human rights defenders and public participation are Myanmar's Top 3 business and 

human rights issues for 2016 

The top three Business and HumanRights issues identified for Myanmar in 2016, based on an online poll 

of Myanmar- connected stakeholders conducted in October/November, are land, human rights 

defenders, and public participation. 

Land leads the list. Myanmar is still coming to terms with opaque land practices that characterised the 

pre-2011 military government for decades. Since then, some abuses have been remedied, but many 

others remain. A draft Land Use Policy discussed in 2014-2015 is still to be adopted, and once it is, new 

and revised laws will be needed. These will have to address legal and governance gaps in Myanmar on 

complex and sensitive issues such as resettlement and indigenous peoples. 

Another priority identified in the Top 10 consultations was the situation of human rights defenders. 

Although the climate for human rights defenders has improved in recent years, human rights 

organisations voiced concern that 2015 still saw harassment and arrests of workers’ representatives, 

farmers protesting against land grabs, community leaders challenging destructive mining practices, as 

well as citizens using social media to express their views peacefully. The National League for Democracy 

(NLD) has committed to protect human rights and end the arbitrary arrest and imprisonment of peaceful 

protestors. 

Public participation is a final key priority area for 2016. Government and business moves towards more 

meaningful community engagement and public consultation are still recent, following Western investors 

entering Myanmar during 2012 in the light of incipient democratic reforms. As Myanmar embarks on a 

new phase of transition in 2016, a range of challenges and opportunities exist for strengthening public 

participation in responsible business. The draft environmental impact assessment (EIA) procedures, for 

example, should make public engagement and full disclosure of information compulsory in many 

projects; however, they have yet to be promulgated. Civil society also needs support to hold companies 

to account, and ensure that development strategies benefit local communities.   

The Myanmar online poll complemented two other polls in Colombia and Kenya and a global online poll 

by the Institute for Human Rights and Business (IHRB), one of MCRB's co-founders. The polls help 

determine IHRB's annual Top 10 List of Business and Human Rights issues for the coming year, which will 

be published on December 10th 2015 - International Human Rights Day. 

http://www.ihrb.org/top10/2016.html 

http://www.ihrb.org/top10/2016.html


IHRBs Top Ten issues, which are not listed in order of importance are: 

 Big Data, Big Business: Raising Awareness of Rights Implications and Ensuring Protections

 Battling Discrimination: Sustained Business Leadership Key to Valuing Diverse Societies

 Sustaining Momentum: Bold Leadership to Combat Forced Labour and Human Trafficking

 Embracing Remedy: From ‘Forgotten Pillar’ to KeyTool in Identifying, Monitoring and Preventing

Impacts

 Leading by Example: Aligning States’ Policies and Implementing Due Diligence as Economic

Actors

 Righting Climate Wrongs: Business, Human Rights and Climate Justice

 Mind the Gap: Implementing the UN Sustainable Development Goals

 Defending Defenders: A Role for Business in Championing Civil Society

 From Theory to Practice: New Levels of Human Rights Transparency and Measuring Corporate

Performance

 Rising to the Occasion: Making 2016 an OlympicYear for Human Rights and Mega-Sporting

Events

Background 

Myanmar Centre for Responsible Business (MCRB) is a Yangon-based initiative funded by 
the UK, Denmark, Norway, Switzerland, Netherlands and Ireland governments, based on 
collaboration between the Danish Institute for Human Rights and the UK-based Institute 
for Human Rights and Business. The Centre was established in 2013 to provide an 
effective and legitimate platform for the creation of knowledge, capacity and dialogue 
concerning responsible business in Myanmar, based on local needs and international 
standards, which results in more responsible business practices. It is a neutral platform 
working with businesses, civil society and government. 

The Danish Institute for Human Rights (DIHR) is Denmark’s independent National Human 
Rights Institution established in accordance with the UN Paris Principles, with a mandate 
to promote and protect human rights and equal treatment in Denmark and abroad. 
DIHR’s Human Rights and Business Department focuses on the role of the private sector 
in respecting human rights. By means of research, tools and partnerships in particular 
with corporate stakeholders, DIHR seeks to maximise the positive impact and minimise 
the negative impact of business on society at large. DIHR also supports NHRIs and other 
State actors to play their essential role in ensuring the implementation of the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights. 

The Institute for Human Rights and Business (IHRB) is a global think tank on the 
relationship between business and internationally proclaimed human rights standards. 
IHRB works to shape policy, advance practice and strengthen accountability to ensure the 
activities of companies do not contribute to human rights abuses, and in fact lead to 
positive outcomes. IHRB prioritises its work through time-bound programmes that can 
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have the greatest impact, leverage and catalytic effect focusing on countries in economic 
and political transition and business sectors that underpin others in relation to the flows 
of information, finance, workers and commodities.
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